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Background and objective: Ribosome profiling is a recent next generation sequencing technique enabling 

the genome-wide study of gene expression in biomedical research at the translation level. Too often, re- 

searchers precipitously start trying to test their hypotheses after alignment of their data, without check- 

ing the quality and the general features of their mapped data. Despite the fact that these checks are 

essential to prevent errors and ensure valid conclusions afterwards, easy-to-use tools for visualizing the 

quality and overall outlook of mapped ribosome profiling data are lacking. 

Methods: We present mQC, a modular tool implemented as a Bioconda package and also available in the 

Galaxy tool shed. Herewith both bio-informaticians as well as non-experts can easily perform the indis- 

pensable visualization of both the quality and the general features of their mapped P-site corrected ribo- 

some profiling reads. The user manual, the raw code and more information can be found on its GitHub 

repository ( https://github.com/Biobix/mQC ). 

Results: mQC was tested on multiple datasets to assess its general applicability and was compared to 

other tools that partly perform similar tasks. 

Conclusions: Our results demonstrate that mQC can accomplish an unfilled but essential position in the 

ribosome profiling data analysis procedure by performing a thorough RIBO-Seq-specific exploration of 

aligned and P-site corrected ribosome profiling data. 

© 2018 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 

This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license. 

( http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/ ) 
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. Introduction 

Next generation sequencing (NGS) technologies changed and

re still changing the clinical research tremendously. These high-

hroughput technologies generate large complex datasets with a

ersistently dropping cost. With this collection of novel techniques,

iomedical research can be performed on a wider scale and with

uch more detail [1] . For instance, RNA-seq gained a lot of popu-

arity in biomedicine for gene expression applications over the last

ew years. This technology brings the deep sequencing strategy to

he level of the transcripts and their isoforms [2] . 

New types of data are popping out of these new technologies

nd if biomedical researchers want to analyze their results thor-

ughly, they mostly face a wall of, for them, inaccessible software.

owever, with the current emergence of integrative bioinformatics

rameworks, reproductive data analysis tools find their way to a
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roader public [3] . For example, the Galaxy project offers a frame-

ork for accessible and transparent computational research in life

ciences [4] . Usage statistics of the project [5] clearly outline the

eed for such a framework as the number of tools and users is in

 continuous rise. It is clear that through such projects the accessi-

ility gap between data generation and data analysis is starting to

lose. 

Some of the first and most important steps in the analysis of

GS data comprehend data exploration and quality control (QC).

uality checks are needed in large experiments and in experiments

ver different sites and platforms, but it can also be very valu-

ble in the context of smaller scale studies [6,7] . Raw sequenc-

ng data needs to be filtered for contaminations, over-represented

equences and bad reads. Furthermore, base adaptors and low-

uality sequences need to be trimmed off. These steps are neces-

ary for the validity of the downstream analyses afterwards as well

s for improving the reproducibility [8] . At the same time, meta-

enic plots and inspections help to give the researcher an idea of

he general outlook of his data. 
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Nomenclature 

NGS next generation sequencing 

ORF open reading frame 

QC quality control 

RPF ribosome-protected fragment 

For raw data, there are already a lot of quality inspection tools

available. Both FastQC [9] and HTQC [10] perform a general visual

assessment of read quality, read length composition, GC bias and

base composition. A big advantage of FastQC is that it works on

both the raw FASTQ files as well as on SAM and BAM alignment

files. Therefore, quality assessment can be done before and after

mapping to the reference information (genome or transcriptome).

Also the HTSeq package has some functionalities to analyze the

base qualities and base compositions of both FASTQ and SAM files

[11] . 

Next, there are some QC tools specially devised for mapped

RNA-Seq reads. As RNA-Seq specific features (e.g. splice junctions)

are only available for investigation after mapping, these tools work

on SAM or BAM files. First, RSeQC [12] is a tool to investigate

read-clipping, read distribution, coverage uniformity over the gene

body, reproducibility and strand specificity. The saturation status,

expression and annotation of splice junctions is also checked next

to some basic features that were included in earlier mentioned

QC tools. Second, RNA-SeQC [13] offers a broad analysis of, among

other things, read counts, read count annotation, duplication rates,

GC bias, alignment regions, coverage and transcript counts. Thirdly,

Qualimap2 [14] is quite similar to RNA-SeQC but provides some

additional features like extended multi-sample comparison. Last,

EDASeq [15] is an R package for exploratory investigation of reads

and read quality but combines it with some RNA-Seq specific data

normalization. 

In our opinion, it is optimal to do quality control at least twice

for RNA-Seq: initially a basic QC on the raw reads and later a more

specific QC on the alignment files. 

A few years ago, a new technique called ribosome profiling

(RIBO-Seq) broke new ground in gene expression research [16,17] .

In this technique, ribosomal arrest is achieved by applying antibi-

otics. Afterwards, all ribosome-protected RNA fragments that are

not digested by a nuclease treatment, are analyzed with deep se-

quencing. In that way, only the small portion of mRNA that is

in the mRNA channel of the ribosome during translation, is se-

quenced. Based on the signal around canonical initiation events,

we can estimate the position of the ribosomal P-site within the

read alignments as a function of the ribosome-protected fragment
Table 1 

Comparison of mQC with existing tools. (Abbreviations: ORF = open reading frame, RPF = 
RPF) length [18] . In that way, it is possible to attain the exact po-

itions of the translating ribosomes at base resolution. As such, it

pens the way for a genome-wide analysis of translation on sub-

odon resolution. It allows to investigate the gene expression in a

hole new fashion, looking at the stage of the translation process

ut still with the advantages of NGS [16,17] . 

Post-transcriptional processes explain as much variation in the

nal protein abundance as the mRNA levels [19,20] , so for gene ex-

ression studies in biomedical contexts it is important to include

his post-transcriptional information by introducing ribosome pro-

ling in this research field. The first steps to achieve this in-

roduction are taken as ribosome profiling becomes ever easier

nd cheaper to perform [21] . Located within the fields of virol-

gy [22,23] , neurology [24] and cancer research [25–29] , a first

eries of recent biomedical studies benefited from ribosome pro-

ling to obtain an improved mapping of gene expression. Quality

nspection of ribosome profiling data was however sparsely men-

ioned in these papers, but it is clear that with a growing inter-

st in RIBO-Seq analysis from the biomedical field, the availabil-

ty of specific QC tools is more important and more urgent than

ver. 

Generating data for biomedical research is one part, but the

nalysis is of course as important. In recent years, a wide range of

omputational tools was developed for RIBO-Seq, but in our opin-

on, none of these public tools allows a focused and complete qual-

ty check. Nevertheless, drawing conclusions and making discover-

es with downstream tools is really dependent on the premise that

e can assure the quality of the data [30] . And as the amount of

enerated RIBO-Seq data grows continuously [31] , quality control

ools become ever more essential to complete and justify the gen-

ral analysis strategy [32,33] . 

The community is still heavily investigating all protocol fac-

ors (e.g. buffer conditions, cell lysis methods, nuclease treatments

nd antibiotics) which could have a possible influence on the ob-

ained data [34] . Up until more is known about these possible con-

ounders, standardized quality control tests are difficult to realize

35] . Nonetheless, for the downstream analysis pipeline, it is indis-

ensable to have a clear overview of the general quality and fea-

ures of the data. In our opinion, researchers pass too quickly from

apping onto hypothesis testing without having a general inspec-

ion of their aligned data. Therefore, tools to visualize the general

eatures of the obtained data are needed in order to prevent errors

nd ensure downstream validity. 

Standard RNA-Seq QC tools can be applied to analyze the gen-

ral outlook of the RIBO-Seq data. But on top of that, additional

uality checks and feature visualizations are necessary because

f ribosome profiling specific characteristics as triplet periodicity

phasing) [16] , the usage of translation inhibitors [36] and the
ribosome protected fragment, QC = quality control). 
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Fi. 1. How mQC can be built into a general RIBO-Seq workflow. Raw ribosome pro- 

filing data in a FASTQ file can be checked for general quality with FastQC. After- 

wards, adaptors can be clipped and reads can be filtered based on base quality 

with the FASTX toolset ( http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx _ toolkit/ ). Several classes of 

RNA (e.g. rRNA) can be filtered out with any of the further mentioned mapping al- 

gorithms. Afterwards, mapping against the reference genome can be performed re- 

sulting in alignment files in SAM or BAM format. The general quality, again checked 

with FastQC, of the trimmed, filtered and aligned reads should have been improved 

compared to the raw reads. Ribosome profiling specific quality features can then be 

checked with mQC. If the quality is satisfactory, then one can continue with down- 

stream analysis tools. 
ibosome-protected fragment length distribution [37] . Therefore,

e developed ‘mQC’, a feature and quality visualization tool that

llows a thorough inspection of the mapped ribosome profiling

ata. 

. Background 

An overview of existing tools for the visualization of ribosome

rofiling data is given in Table 1 . Ribo-Seq unit step transformation

RUST) [34] started as a simple normalization method for RIBO-

eq but with its inclusion in GWIPS-viz [31] , it was used for pre-

enting triplet periodicity of the datasets included in the genome

rowser. Another package, called RiboSeqR [38] , parses and aligns

ibosomal data to coding sequences in order to obtain non P-site

orrected frame plots. RiboSeqR and RUST are both included in Ri-

oGalaxy ( https://ribogalaxy.ucc.ie ), a Galaxy-based ribosome pro-

ling platform. Furthermore, Riboviz [39] provides tools for some

IBO-Seq data exploration and visualization, although these tools

annot be executed separately from the rest of the pipeline and

he user-friendly web application only allows viewing pre-executed

nalyses of certain datasets. Finally, Ribo-TISH [40] is a ribo-

ome profiling toolkit that also contains some quality visualization

apabilities. 

RPFs span around 26 to 32 nucleotides on the translated tran-

cript. Somewhere internal in this RPF, there is the P-site, the site

here the growing polypeptide chain is hold during translation.

urthermore, the start codon is also recognized in this site by the

nitiator tRNA. There is an offset in between the start (the 5’ end)

f the RPF and the P-site, called the P-site offset, and this off-

et is related to the length of the RPF [16] . It is important to

now this offset for each RPF length as this will allow to pin-

oint each read to the exact base position on the transcript where

ranslation was taking place. Offset correction thus reveals the true

ranslation profile at subcodon resolution and exposes the possi-

le triplet periodicity. P-site offsets have to be calculated for each

ample separately as they depend on wet-lab protocol conditions.

herefore, the distances between the observed start codon peaks

nd the canonical start sites need to be verified at the metagenic

evel, leading to an offset per RPF length. A lot of offset calcula-

ion tools are embedded in a bigger pipeline and this mostly ob-

tructs their independent applicability. Plastid [18] , on the other

and, can function outside its pipeline and outputs both the re-

ults and a metagenic overview plot of its start peak distance cal-

ulations per RPF length. Plots generated with all the aforemen-

ioned QC tools are not P-site corrected though, but due to their

elevance for obtaining a correct translation profile, it is indispens-

ble to apply the offsets before visualizing the RIBO-Seq specific

eatures. 

At the same time, the existing tools sometimes lack an intuitive

nterface for non-experts. We want our tool to be available to a

road public and therefore we included mQC both as a package in

ioconda and as a tool in the Galaxy framework. 

. Description of the method 

Our tool, mQC, can be easily integrated in a general ribosome

rofiling workflow ( Fig. 1 ). After basic quality control, adaptor

rimming, base filtering and RNA filtering, the reads can be aligned

o the reference genome with TopHat2 [41] , HiSat2 [42] or STAR

43] mapping algorithms. Afterwards, the resulting BAM or SAM

le can be entered into mQC. 

The tool is written in Perl, complemented with Python and R

or their plotting abilities. P-site offsets (i) can be used from a set

f standard offsets [16] , (ii) can be calculated from the inputted

ata using Plastid automatically during mQC runtime [18] , (iii) can

e set to constant 3’ offsets [44] or (iv) can be suggested by the

https://ribogalaxy.ucc.ie
http://hannonlab.cshl.edu/fastx_toolkit/
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Fig. 2. Overview of the most important metagenic figures generated with mQC for cycloheximide-treated RIBO-Seq data in human colon cancer cell line HCT116. (A) Gene 

density plot. (B) Annotation pie chart. (C) Detail pie chart of the ‘other biotypes’ category from subfigure B. (D) 3D plot of the ribosomal phasing against the ribosome 

protected fragment (RPF) length. (E) Plot of the ribosomal phase against the relative position in the open reading frame. 
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user in the form of a tab separated list. Based on the annotation

information of all protein-coding canonical transcripts from En-

sembl [45] , a library of canonical open reading frame (ORF) struc-

tures, including their ribosomal phase and codon information, is

constructed. Alignments will be positioned onto this library, taking

the P-site offsets into account, resulting in a detailed count distri-

bution. These count distributions will then be used to plot differ-

ent features of the aligned data. In the end, all figures are merged

into a well-arranged HTML file. A ZIP file allows exporting all

results. 

Users can choose different input parameters of the mQC pro-

gram. Besides the input SAM/BAM file and the species, the most

important parameters are the Ensembl annotation version and the

option to only use unique alignments. An overview of all parame-

ters can be found in the user manual on the mQC GitHub reposi-

tory ( https://github.com/Biobix/mQC ). 

4. Results 

mQC was tested on different datasets to show that the tool

is generally applicable (supplemental files 1–15). These files give

users a good overview of what can be expected from the differ-

ent plotting tools. Supplemental file 1 describes in detail what can

be learnt from these plots and what can be expected from high-

quality data. Next to quality checks, these test runs resulted also

in some interesting findings concerning the data itself. 

In Fig. 2 , results of the mQC analysis of our in-house human

colon cancer cell line HCT116 [46] , treated with the translation in-

hibitor cycloheximide, are given as an example set. Fig. 2 A shows

a gene density plot with two clearly separated peaks. A general
ifference in functionality between the genes making up these

wo peaks is observable, as clarified in supplemental figure 1. The

iggest part of the reads resides mostly in coding regions and to

 lesser extent in upstream untranslated regions ( Fig. 2 B). A more

etailed distribution of the ‘other biotypes’ category can be use-

ul to check previous read filtering steps for remaining unwanted

lignments like mitochondrial tRNAs ( Fig. 2 C) or for coding evi-

ence in lncRNAs [37] . Fig. 2 D allows selecting the RPF lengths

ith the best phase distribution. In high-quality ribosome profiling

atasets, a phase 0 enrichment is often observed (although data

ithout this enrichment could also be of use downstream in the

nalysis). In Fig. 2 E, the phase distribution in relationship to the

verall location in the ORF is given and the influence of translation

nhibitors like cycloheximide and harringtonine is clearly emerg-

ng at the initiation sites. Phase distribution can also give differing

atterns for different codons and amino acids as can be seen in

ig. 3 . In addition, mQC shows distributions of the total ribosome

ounts per codon identity in comparison to an averaged reference

ine constructed over different samples of the given species ( Fig. 4 ).

iases in the protocol or differences in decoding rates can lead to

ajor deviations from this reference line. 

. Discussion 

As shown in Figs. 2–4 , the clear report, outputted by mQC, of-

ers users an instant overview of their mapped ribosome profil-

ng data from different angles. This quality check is indispensable

efore proceeding with downstream data investigation. Moreover,

ur findings during test runs on different datasets from different

https://github.com/Biobix/mQC
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Fig. 3. Plot illustrating the relation between codon identity and the ribosomal phase distribution for cycloheximide-treated RIBO-Seq data in human embryonic kidney cell 

line HEK293 [49] . Synonymous codons for aspartate, glutamine, histidine and tyrosine show remarkable analogous phase distributions. 
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pecies (supplemental files 1–15) show the value and the broad

pplicability of mQC in ribosome profiling analysis. 

Table 1 gives a thorough comparison with other tools avail-

ble in the field that partly allow to perform similar visualiza-

ion (sub)tasks on ribosome profiling data. Compared to most other

ibosome profiling QC tools, mQC processes genomic alignment

les. This is important in the light of (re-)annotation of transla-

ion, which is a major application of ribosome profiling. Further-

ore, as described earlier, P-site offsets are an essential feature to

inpoint RPFs onto the right position and frame. By default, mQC

alculates P-site corrections with Plastid [18] , but users can easily

hange these corrections by inputting a tab-separated list. Unlike

ther tools, mQC applies the P-site offsets before plotting in or-

er to investigate the principal ribosome profiling hallmarks prop-

rly. P-site corrected reads are plotted in function of RPF lengths,

elative ORF locations and codon identities. In that way, mQC in-
 b
pects ribosomal framing and triplet periodicity more elaborately

han other existing tools. 

. Mode of availability of software 

Importantly, mQC offers easy and broad availability, tailor-made

or different target audiences. The raw code and manual is avail-

ble on GitHub ( https://github.com/Biobix/mQC ), but to circumvent

nstallation issues, mQC is also implemented as a Conda package so

hat all dependencies will be taken care of automatically. The tool

s available under GNU GPL license. For non-bioinformaticians, an

asy-to-use graphical version is available in the Galaxy tool shed.

n that way, non-experts can execute mQC on their data of choose.

 link to a pre-executed example of the Galaxy version of mQC can

e found on our GitHub page as well. 

https://github.com/Biobix/mQC
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Fig. 4. Codon distribution plots. These plots describe the total ribosome counts over the different codons/amino acids compared to a reference line averaged over different 

samples of the same species. (A) Plot of human HCT116 data [46] . In this plot, an enrichment of all four codons of proline (‘CCC’, ‘CCG’, ‘CCA’ and ‘CCT’) can be observed 

compared to the reference line. (B) Plot of human MDA-MB231 DMSO control data [50] . An ‘ATG’ peak can be observed. As this peak was also observed in the silvestrol 

stress data of that same study (supplemental file 7), this points to a possible confounder in the common experimental protocol of both datasets. Analogous results were 

obtained when the codon counts were first normalized by the total count in the open reading frame (i.e. normalized for expression), as shown in supplemental figure 2. 
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7. Future plan 

We expect to expand mQC further based on the feedback we

get from users, although we have already some improvements in

mind ourselves. First of all, we want to introduce other P-site off-

set callers into mQC. Now, users can apply offsets from Plastid [18] ,

from a list of standard offsets [16] or from a user-defined tab-

separated list. P-site offset results from other tools can already be

introduced in mQC by inputting the results as a tab-separated file

but we want to include additional callers [47] more directly. Sec-

ond, the reference line of the codon usage plot leaves space for

optimization. As the influence of more and more experimental fac-

tors on the data output will be better understood, these can be

integrated in the construction of the reference line. We also plan

to keep adding samples to the averaged reference with its further

improvement in mind. Third, other annotation bundles than En-

sembl (e.g. UCSC, RefSeq) can be included in mQC. Fourth, plots

with additional metrics (such as ribosome residence time [48] or

other measures of decoding rate) can surely complement the mQC

output. Fifth, the relative position plots can be expanded to the im-

mediate 5’ and 3’ regions just outside the coding sequence to study

the transition from uncoding to coding parts and back. And last,

we plan to develop an independent graphical user interface for

users who prefer a graphical interface outside the Galaxy frame-

work. 

8. Conclusion 

Our results demonstrate that mQC can accomplish an un-

filled but essential position in the ribosome profiling data analy-

sis procedure by performing a thorough RIBO-Seq-specific explo-

ration of the mapping results in different perspectives. We en-

sured that our tool is available for a broad audience, including

both bio-informaticians as well as wet lab researchers and that an

easy-to-interpret report is outputted. This should allow to include

the indispensable quality check in the ribosome profiling analy-

sis pipeline, improving the usability of ribosome profiling for in-
estigating gene expression in different research applications like

iomedicine. 
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